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Forward-Looking Statements
This release, and other written or oral statements made from time to time by management contain “forward-looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The words “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “will”, “should”, “targeting”, “projecting”, “driving” and similar
expressions, as they relate to us, our performance and/or our technology, are intended to identify forward-looking statements. These statements reflect management’s
current beliefs, assumptions and expectations and are subject to a number of factors that may cause actual results to differ materially. Such factors include but are not
limited to the factors that are set forth in the "Risk Factors" section, the "Legal Proceedings" section, the "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations" section and other sections of Xerox Holdings Corporation’s and Xerox Corporation's combined 2020 Annual Report on Form 10K, as well as in Xerox Holdings Corporation's and Xerox Corporation's Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K filed with the SEC. These
forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this release or as of the date to which they refer, and Xerox assumes no obligation to update any forwardlooking statements as a result of new information or future events or developments, except as required by law.
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Xerox: Strategic and Financial Overview

Key takeaways

• Xerox is investing in innovation and new businesses to drive growth beyond our leading position
in Print and related services
• Stable outlook for core Print business
•

Post-pandemic recovery has been restrained by the Delta variant and supply chain disruption; however,
demand for our products and services remains strong, as evidenced by our record and growing backlog

•

Total Enterprise print spend is expected to decline only mildly through 2025, but Xerox has a leading position in
segments expected to grow and a portfolio of equipment and services capable of gaining share

• Xerox trades at a double-digit free cash flow1 yield; growth investments offer upside optionality
•

High-teens FCF yield (ex-net cash) supported by stable core; growth initiatives and new business monetization
provide upside optionality

•

Xerox is standing up three new businesses – Xerox Financial Services (XFS), Innovation (PARC) and Software
(CareAR) – each of which has an attractive path to growth and monetization

•

Xerox trades at ~3.5x adjusted EBITDA when XFS debt and the value of our Software business2 are removed
from current enterprise value, a >5x discount to IT Hardware peers

1. Free Cash Flow (FCF): see Non-GAAP Financial Measures
2. As implied by ServiceNow’s investment in CareAR
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Xerox: Innovating Beyond Print

Leader in Print and related services; Investing in the future
Xerox is the Leading Print and Print Services Business

Investing in Growth Initiatives
Standing Up New Businesses

XFS

Software
(CareAR)
Innovation
(PARC)

• Xerox Financial Services;
historically a captive finance
business
• Expansion of financing offering
beyond Xerox and print
• Defining Service Experience
Management market, worth
$80bn by 20283
• ServiceNow invested at
$700m post-money valuation

Others
•

IT Services

•

Digital
Workflows

•

Robotic Process
Automation
(RPA)

•

SMB channel
tuck-ins

•

Xerox Ventures

• 3D Print
• IoT Sensors
• Cleantech
• AI

1. Source: Xerox analysis of IDC WW Quarterly Hardcopy Peripherals Tracker, Last twelve months (Q320-Q221) using custom categories and segments.Total print ESR market share
includes only geographies where Xerox competes (e.g., ex-Asia Pacific and Japan).
2. Source: IDC, Worldwide and U.S. Managed Print and Document Services and Basic Print Services Market Shares, 2020: The Modernization of Print, July 2021, IDC #US46358921
3. Xerox analysis based on leading industry analyst sources
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Strategic Initiatives to Transform Xerox
•

Optimize operations
for simplicity

Drive revenue

Monetize Innovation

Focus on cash flow and
increasing capital returns
1. Free Cash Flow: see Non-GAAP Financial Measures.

•

Continuously improve our operating model for greater efficiency, including
actions to mitigate supply chain disruption
Invest in augmented reality, robotic process automation, business process
outsourcing, analytics and system enhancements to drive efficiencies

•

Expand software offerings to transform the service experience

•

Scale IT Services and robotic process automation in the SMB market

•

Grow XFS as a global payment solutions business

•

Drive further commercialization of 3D and IoT solutions

•

Leverage $250 million corporate venture capital fund to bolster investment &
innovation

•

Embed PARC’s technology into new and existing businesses

•

Generate at least $500 million of free cash flow1 in 2021

•

Opportunistic share repurchases

•

Deploy excess capital for strategic M&A
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Strategic Milestones

Advancing efforts to stand up new businesses and monetize investments
in innovation

Xerox introduces new strategy and
three-year financial roadmap at
Investor Day. Highlights include
expanding margins, growing EPS and
$1b+ of annual FCF.

Xerox responds to COVID-19 pandemic by preserving
cash, supporting clients on the frontlines, prioritizing
health and safety of employees and manufacturing
FDA-approved, low-cost ventilators, antiseptic hand
sanitizer and medical-grade face masks.

Submits unsolicited offer to
acquire HP

Restructures relationship with Fujifilm,
includes selling 25% stake in FX for $2.3B,
modified sourcing terms that ensure Xerox’s
product supply continuity and full dismissal of
Fujifilm’s $1 billion lawsuit

Acquires CareAR to
enhance Software
offerings/solutions

Xerox withdraws
offer to acquire HP
due to global health
crisis and resulting
macroeconomic and
market turmoil from
COVID-19.

XFS signs Lexmark
as first OEM partner
Announces
collaboration with
Naval Postgraduate
School to advance
3D research and
manufacturing use
cases

Xerox announces
intention to stand up
Software, XFS and
PARC Innovation as
separate businesses.
Presents incremental
disclosure of XFS’s
asset and customer
profile

Announces standing
up of Software
business as
CareAR, along with
an investment from
ServiceNow valuing
CareAR at $700m

Forms Eloque, a JV
with Victorian (AU)
government to
commercialize IoT
sensor technology
across critical
infrastructure assets
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Company Overview
Majority of Print and Services revenue is recurring over multiple years
Business Model
•

Most of Xerox’s revenue relates to sales of printing
equipment, supplies and ancillary services, such as
maintenance, managed fleet services, digital workflows and
financing to businesses and institutions

•

Large Direct (Enterprise and SMB) sales force; strong
network of mono-brand agents and resellers

•

More than 65% of revenue in 2020 was recurring (i.e.,
subject to multi-year agreements)
Revenue and Margin Drivers

•

Mix effects: Post sale revenues carry a higher gross margin
than equipment sales; faster growing revenue streams such
as IT Services, inkjet and A4 carry lower margins

•

Continue to optimize operations through Project Own It,
which is expected to drive savings of ~$1.8bn from 20182021
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Pandemic and Supply Chain Effects on Revenue

Revenue recovery has been restrained by the Delta variant and supply chain disruption
•

Nearly every revenue component of
Xerox’s business has been severely
affected by the pandemic, due to
reductions in IT spending and print
volumes

•

A recovery in equipment sales and post
sale revenue has been stifled by delays
in companies’ plans to return workers
to offices and supply shortages

•

Demand for our products remains
strong, as evidenced by our backlog,
which was 2x normal levels as of Q321

•

We continue to see a strong
correlation between vaccination rates,
workplace attendance, page volumes
and post sale revenue

•

We expect post sale revenue to
improve as workplaces reopen

Revenue

Revenue &
Backlog

1.
2.

Last full quarter pre-pandemic
Order backlog is measured as the value of unfulfilled sales orders, shipped and non-shipped, received from our clients waiting to be installed, including
orders with future installation dates. It includes printing devices as well as IT hardware associated with our IT services offerings.
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Global Enterprise Print Spending Outlook

Total Enterprise print spend is expected to decline only modestly from 2020 to 2025, and Xerox is
well positioned in segments expected to grow
Global Enterprise print spend is expected to grow through
2022 and decline only mildly through 20251

1. Chart created by Xerox based on Gartner research
2. Figure 1: Enterprise Print Spending by Segment
Source: Gartner, Inc., Forecast Analysis: Print Hardware, Software and Services,
Worldwide, Lai-ling Lam, July 26, 2021

Xerox is well positioned in Enterprise Print segments expected
to grow through 2025, such as MPS and Outsourcing2
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Strong Free Cash Flow Yield with Upside Potential

Double digit FCF yield supported by healthy core; Upside potential from investments in growth
Double-digit FCF Yield & History of Cash Returns
•

Xerox currently trades at a mid-teens FCF yield (high-teens ex-net
cash1) based on 2021 FCF guidance of at least $500 million2

•

FCF Yield is well ahead of peers, despite a history of returning nearly
100% of free cash flow back to shareholders

Improving Core

FCF
Support +
Upside
Optionality

•

Top-line poised for recovery as workers return to the
office

•

Share gains in print

•

Capture incremental value from shift toward digital
workflows

•

Project Own It reinforces continual process
improvements and operating efficiencies

•

Securitization of receivables lowers cost of funding and
improves FCF

Growth Opportunities
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•

Invest in SMB presence and IT Services capabilities

•

Expansion of XFS’ asset base

•

Growth from adoption of CareAR

•

Continue to monetize investments in innovation

Note: Market pricing for FCF yield as of 11/5/21
1. Excludes $803m of net cash (ex-XFS debt) from XRX market cap
2. Free Cash Flow: see Non-GAAP Financial Measures
3. Consensus estimates for Hardware comps per FactSet. FY21 guidance for XRX
4. YTD cash returned of $657m versus full-year FCF guidance of $500m
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Xerox Financial Services (XFS)
Receivable portfolio generates healthy, stable yields

XFS Strategy

•

Create a global leasing solutions business serving
technology, office equipment and adjacent markets

•

Growth will be driven by expanding the portfolio,
offering vendor financing for a broader array of partner
office solutions, software and IT Services and OEM
partnerships

Assets and Debt
(in billions)
Equipment on Operating Leases

Q3 2021
$

Finance Receivables

0.25

Q2 2021
$

3.08

Excluding XFS debt, Xerox is in a net cash position

0.27
3.12

Total Finance Assets

$

3.33

$

3.39

XFS Debt

$

2.91

$

2.97
1

1. Analysis assumes no net cash is allocated to XFS.
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Software: CareAR, a Xerox Company
Reinventing the Service Experience
Overview

Key Stats1

•

•

$700m post-money valuation following investment by
ServiceNow

•

Service Experience Management (SXM) TAM: $80bn by 2028
(14% CAGR)2

•

Expecting revenue of at least $40m in 2021 and $70m in 2022

•

•

CareAR is the industry’s first Service Experience Management
(SXM) platform, transforming service and customer
experiences with live, visual Augmented Reality (AR) and
Artificial Intelligence (AI)-driven interactions, instructions, and
insights as part of a seamless digital workflow experience.
Comprised of CareAR's augmented reality platform,
DocuShare's content management system, XMPie’s customer
content creation tools and AI from PARC

CareAR’s implied multiple has room to expand

ServiceNow’s backing supports an acceleration of CareAR’s
scale to capitalize on the substantial Service Experience
Management market opportunity.

Note: EV/Revenue multiples per FactSet as of 11/5/21
1. Estimated revenues include revenue and customer relationships associated
with Xerox’s existing software assets, DocuShare and XMPie.
2. Calculations & extrapolations performed by Xerox based on Gartner’s forecast
Enterprise Application Software, Worldwide 2019 – 2025 and 1Q21 Update and
Data from GrandviewReasearch.com.
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Innovation (PARC)

Focus on commercial development of PARC’s world-renowned R&D capabilities
3D Metal Printing

Industrial IoT

TAM: $13bn covering aerospace, heavy
equipment, and automotive

TAM: $9bn for infrastructure sensors, $7bn
for predictive maintenance

Value proposition: Improve supply chain
resiliency through on-demand, local
production of end-use parts. Uses off-theshelf metal wire that is safer and more cost
effective than metal powders

Solutions: 1) Eloque: fiber optic sensors
prevent catastrophe for aging and
deteriorating roadway and bridge
infrastructure; 2) Novity: predictive
maintenance for manufacturing and
mission critical assets; 3) Ocean of
Things: ocean drifting sensors to monitor
marine traffic and health

Progress toward Monetization: Currently
selling units

Clean Tech
TAM: $75bn
Value Proposition: Primary focus to-date
has been on HVAC and developing
dehumidification technology that could
improve energy efficiency up to 80 percent,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
improve indoor air quality.
Expected time to market: 3-5 years

Progress toward Monetization: Formed
JV with Victorian (AUS) government,
Eloque, to commercialize technology
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Xerox – Valuation Considerations

Xerox trades at a steep discount to peers when adjusting for XFS debt and value of Software
EV / LTM EBITDA Multiple1
11.1x
8.8x

8.0x

• “Core” consists of Xerox’s
Print and Services
business, XFS and
Innovation

3.6x
4.4x

Current
EV /
LTM
EBITDA
Enterprise Value ($m)4
Less: Finance Debt
Less: CareAR Valuation
Adjusted EV

$6,530

Key Assumptions &
Conclusions

Removal
of XFS
Debt

EV
ex-XFS
2
Debt

$6,530
(2,913)
$3,617

0.9x

3.6x

Software
(valued
3
$700m)

Implied
Value of
Core

Enterprise Enterprise IT
Hardware
Services
Comps
Comps

$3,617
(700)
$2,917

EBITDA 5 (LTM) ($m)

$813

$813

$813

EV / EBITDA

8.0x

4.4x

3.6x

Note: HW comps include Kyocera, FUJIFILM, Ricoh, Canon, Konica, HP Inc, Super Micro Computer and Plantronics; IT Services comps
include CDW, Dell, HP Enterprises, Insight Enterprises, PC Connection, Synnex and NetApp
1. Market pricing for EVs as of 11/5/21. Comp set EV and LTM EBITDA per FactSet
2. Enterprise Value ex-XFS Debt includes the equity value of the XFS’ business
3. Value implied by ServiceNow’s $10 million investment in CareAR
4. Enterprise value for XRX and public comps calculated as Market cap + Net Debt + Unfunded Pension Obligations + NCI
5. See non-GAAP reconciliation

• Xerox trades at ~3.5x
EBITDA if XFS debt and
the value of the Software
business are removed
from Xerox’s current
valuation
• ~3.5x EBITDA valuation
assumes no value is being
attributed to PARC
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Summary
Steady Cash Flow + Growth Opportunities

• Xerox is the leading print and managed print services business in our territories
• Expecting improvement in post sale revenue as employees return to offices and
print volumes rise
• Institutionalized operational efficiencies provide capacity to invest in innovation
and growth despite recent headwinds
• Delivered positive FCF and returned >100% of free cash to shareholders
throughout the pandemic
• New businesses – Software, XFS, Innovation – will drive future growth and
create optionality for Xerox
• Will reveal financial details of new businesses at February Investor Day
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Non-GAAP Financial Measures
We have reported our financial results in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). In addition, we have discussed our financial results using
the non-GAAP measures described below. We believe these non-GAAP measures allow investors to better understand the trends in our business and to better
understand and compare our results. Accordingly, we believe it is necessary to adjust several reported amounts, determined in accordance with GAAP, to exclude the
effects of certain items as well as their related income tax effects.
A reconciliation of these non-GAAP financial measures to the most directly comparable financial measures calculated and presented in accordance with GAAP are set
forth below.
These non-GAAP financial measures should be viewed in addition to, and not as a substitute for, the Company’s reported results prepared in accordance with GAAP.
Constant Currency
To better understand trends in our business, we believe that it is helpful to adjust revenue to exclude the impact of changes in the translation of foreign currencies into
U.S. dollars. We refer to this adjusted revenue as “constant currency.” This impact is calculated by translating current period activity in local currency using the
comparable prior year period's currency translation rate. This impact is calculated for all countries where the functional currency is not the U.S. dollar. Management
believes the constant currency measure provides investors an additional perspective on revenue trends. Currency impact can be determined as the difference between
actual growth rates and constant currency growth rates.
EBITDA
We use EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA to provide additional information for evaluation of our operating performance. Adjusted EBITDA excludes Stock-based
compensation expense, Transaction and related costs, net and Restructuring and related costs, net.
As is the case with the non-GAAP measures presented above, users should consider the limitations of using EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA, including the fact that those
measures do not provide a complete measure of our operating performance. EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA do not purport to be alternatives to net income as measures
of operating performance or to cash flows from operating activities as a measure of liquidity. In particular, EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA are not intended to be a
measure of free cash flow available for management’s discretionary use, as these measures do not consider certain cash requirements, such as working capital needs,
capital expenditures, contractual commitments, interest payments, tax payments, and other debt service requirements.
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Non-GAAP Financial Measures (cont’d)
Free Cash Flow (FCF)
To better understand trends in our business, we believe that it is helpful to adjust operating cash flows by subtracting amounts related to capital expenditures.
Management believes this measure gives investors an additional perspective on cash flow from operating activities in excess of amounts required for reinvestment. It
provides a measure of our ability to fund acquisitions, dividends and share repurchase.
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EBITDA Reconciliation
(1)

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

Reported
Adjustm ents:
Other expenses, net (2)
Income tax expense
Depreciation and amortization (3)
EBITDA (4), (7)
Adjustm ents:
Stock-based compensation
Transaction and related costs, net (5)
Restructuring and related costs, net (6)
Adjusted EBITDA (7)
______________
Net Income Attributable to Xerox Holdings

2020
Q4

Q1

2021
Q2

Q3

LTM

$77

$39

$91

$90

$297

30
28
96
$231

4
14
86
$143

1
9
84
$185

(33)
(4)
79
$132

2
47
345
$691

10

16

14

14

54

-

-

-

-

-

29
$270

17
$176

12
$211

10
$156

68
$813

Other expenses, net, primarily includes non-financing interest expense and certain other non-operating costs, expenses,
gains and losses.
Includes depreciation and obsolecense of equipment on operating leases.
EBITDA includes Financing Revenues and Cost of financing, for all periods presented, as these amounts are associated
with our XFS leasing business.
Transaction and related costs, net are costs and expenses primarily associated with certain strategic M&A projects.
Restructuring and related costs, net include restructuring and asset impairment charges as well as costs associated with
our transformation programs beyond those normally included in restructuring and asset impairment charges.
EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA included above are internal measures used by Management to assess performance. The
amounts and related calculation are different than consolidated EBITDA determined as part of our Credit Facility financial
maintenance covenants.
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Free Cash Flow - Guidance

(in millions)
Operating Cash Flow(1)
Less: capital expenditures
Free Cash Flow

FY 2021
At least $580
(80)
At least $500

___________________________
(1)Net

cash provided by operating activities.
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